ABB NORTH AMERICA

Warminster, Pennsylvania
Facility Overview

What we do in Warminster
Our instrumentation and analytical products, and control system solutions support customers in many process industries. Our products add value through energy efficiency, productivity, monitoring, quality, regulatory compliance and safety. Our goal is to make selection, purchasing, installation, operation, and ownership easy for customers. Our expertise in technology and measurement products and control applications ensures efficient and cost effective solutions.

Who we serve
Manufacture and assemble instrumentation equipment and analytical and valve automation products.

Warminster also houses an instrument calibration lab and product support teams. Instruments made in Warminster measure flow, level, pressure, and temperature which enable control and automation of a variety of industrial and commercial processes.

ABB in the U.S.
ABB is a pioneering technology leader that works closely with utility, industry, transportation and infrastructure customers to write the future of industrial digitalization, increasing productivity and boosting efficiency.

Contact info
Facility
Anil P. Desale, General Manager
anil.p.desale@us.abb.com | +1 215 674 6047

Government Relations
Asaf Nagler
asaf.nagler@us.abb.com | +1 202 638 1256

Sales
Thomas LeBlanc
thomas.leblanc@us.abb.com | +1 225 726 2982

Media
Melissa London
melissa.london@us.abb.com | +1 919 829 4431

Website
abb.com/measurement

Location
125 East County Line Road
Warminster, PA 18974

Operational since
1937

Number of employees
155

Offering
Instrumentation & Control Systems

~ 60 manufacturing or assembly sites

> $14b invested since 2010

24,000
ABB employees

9 Major R&D centers